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Abstract 

This paper examines how causality is related to coreferential and reciprocal structures, looking at how they are 

conceived and expressed in Ewe. It deals with one particular type of causative constructions, namely the 

periphrastic causative construction, where the CAUSER is coreferential with the CAUSEE. This is the case where 

the CAUSER and the CAUSEE refer to one and the same person. For a more adequate description of this causative 

phenomenon in Ewe, two types of linguistic data are employed in this paper: textual and introspective. The textual 

data are composed of didactic materials which include popular story books and descriptions of folklore, customs 

and traditions, pseudo-literary plays and narratives published by the Bureau of Ghana Languages. All instances of 

the causative situation were extracted, with a careful consideration of the surrounding contexts so as to allow for 

a correct interpretation in the analyses (as context is often crucial for a correct semantic analysis and interpretation 

of causative forms). This paper identifies that just as English and other languages do, it is possible to express 

threefold coreferentiality in Ewe; where the causer is coreferential with the causee and the patient. It can also be 

identified that only verbs that can take the same semantic participant types as both subject and object can be 

reflexivized and reciprocalized; else, prototypical semantically-transitive verbs can be reflexivized only 

metaphorically. 

© 2019 JLLS and the Authors - Published by JLLS. 
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1. Introduction 

The core aim of this paper is to examine how causality is related to coreferential and reciprocal 

structures, looking at how they are conceived and expressed in Ewe, a sub-group of the Kwa group of 

languages from the Niger-Congo family called Gbe, spoken in West Africa, notably in Ghana, Togo, 

Benin, and Nigeria (see Duthie, 1996, Dakubu, 2017). A secondary aim is to investigate the nature of 

Ewe causative verbs and offer an explanation as to whether they can all feature in all coreferential 

causative constructions. It will be argued that only verbs that can take the same semantic argument types 

as both subject and object can be reflexivized and reciprocalized; else, prototypical semantically-

transitive verbs in Ewe, can be reflexivized only metaphorically, lest the construction results in an 

ungrammaticality per native speaker judgement (Givón, 2001).  
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For an adequate description of the phenomenon, two types of linguistic data are employed in this 

paper: textual and introspective. The textual data are composed of didactic materials which include 

popular story books and descriptions of folklore, customs and traditions, as well as pseudo-literary plays 

and narratives published by the Bureau of Ghana Languages. All instances of the causation situation 

were extracted, with a careful consideration of the surrounding contexts so as to allow for a correct 

interpretation in the analyses (as context is often crucial for a correct semantic analysis and interpretation 

of causative forms). This view is corroborated by Escure (2008), cited in Kouwenberg and Singler 

(2008), who notes that “consideration of data without context has the dangerous potential of producing 

“an impoverished caricature of the language, bearing no explanation of its actual use” (Klein-Andreu, 

1983). 

In the examples from published sources, the titles of the works plus the pages are indicated. 

Throughout this work, the first line represents the Ewe data, the second line represents the interlinear 

glosses of each morpheme, and finally, the third line denotes the ‘literal’ translation of the text. 

Dixon (2000) professes a causative construction as a structure that “… involves the specification of 

an additional argument, a causer, onto a basic clause. A causer refers to someone or something (which 

can be an event or state, any physical object, situation, or phenomenon) that initiates or controls the 

activity that produces an effect” (my emphases). Causative constructions are therefore grammatical 

mechanisms/strategies that are employed by speakers of languages all over world to express the 

phenomenon of causation. 

The guiding idea of the argument in this paper is that “like ‘regular’ causative constructions, 

coreferential causative constructions express a process in which a CAUSER changes or influences a 

CAUSEE, which thereby produces an EFFECT. The only difference between the ‘regular’ and 

coreferential causation is that in the latter, the CAUSER and the CAUSEE are not two different entities, 

but two parts of a single entity” that can be considered autonomous (Gilquin, 2007). 

Shibatani (2001) acknowledges the indispensability of causative constructions when he affirms that, 

“for one thing, no grammatical description can be complete without a discussion of causative 

constructions, because every human language seems to possess various means of expressing the notion 

of causation, and this prevalence, in turn, indicates the fundamental nature of this cognitive category” 

(my emphasis).  

Lakoff and Johnson (1980), as cited in Gilquin (2010), contemplate causatives as a “basic human 

concept”, through which individuals “organize their physical and cultural realities” and Baron (1974) 

also confirms “the importance of causation to the underlying structure of human language”. The 

fundamental importance of causation in our daily lives and activities can thus not be overestimated. 

Salmon (1997) proffers that “the concept of causality pervades our thinking about ourselves, about our 

environment, and about the entire universe we live in.” This assertion is true because cause and effect 

remain the fundamental and underlying forces of our very existence since nothing happens in a vacuum 

but as a result of one causal factor or the other. 

What is more, Kamlah (1991) as cited in Meyer (2000) refers to the causal phenomenon as “the 

fundamental fact of the world”. This admission is mainly due to the fact that causal thoughts and 

terminologies permeate our daily expressions across the various speech communities the world over. 

The many common verbs that express causation in English include the following: “break”, “fix”, 

“move”, “send”, “hurt,” “help”, “make”, “comfort,”, “kill”, “cause”, “hit”, “burn”, “destroy”, et cetera. 

In Ewe, causal verbs are equally replete: lã ‘cut’, vúvú ‘tear’, tró ‘twist’, kàkà ‘scatter’, flí ‘snap off’, 

wù ‘kill’, wú ‘spread, broadcast’, gbã ‘break, shatter’, lóló ‘melt’, ɖa ‘cook’, gble ‘spoil, destroy’, ʋúʋú 

‘shake, tremble’, or ‘jiggle’, he ‘pull, draw or attract’, mli ‘roll’, tútú ‘wipe out’ or ‘clean’, et cetera. 
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As Bishop (1992) elaborates, “causality presupposes two conditions: the dependency of the effect 

event on the causing event and the required sharing of certain referential points, such as time, space, and 

agency.”  

The causative phenomenon generally embodies a linguistic expression which: represents a complex 

macro-situation, consisting of two micro-situations or component events:  

(i) the causing event in which the causer does or initiates something in order to bring about a 

different event (i.e. the caused event or effect), and  

(ii) the caused event or effect in which the causee carries out an action or undergoes a change of 

condition or state as a result of the causer’s action” or influence (Song, 2001), cited in Bugaeva (2012), 

also see Shibatani (1976); Comrie (1989, 1983). 

The following demonstration of the causative situation, adapted from Comrie (1983) below, is 

illustrative enough to kick-start the discussions on causative constructions. 

 (1). a. ‘But the bus fails to turn up; as a result, I am late for the meeting’. 

In this simple example, the bus’ failure to turn up functions as the cause, and my being late for the 

meeting functions as its effect. These two micro-situations thus combine together to give a single 

complex macro-situation, the causative situation. The macro-situation can thus be expressed by 

combining the two clauses together. 

b. ‘The bus’ failure to come caused me to be late for the meeting.’ 

c. ‘The bus didn’t come, so I was late for the meeting.’ 

d. ‘I was late for the meeting because the bus didn’t come’ (Comrie, 1983).  

The basic notions that should be clear from the illustration above in view of causality are presented 

below:  

a. The cause and effect in the causal continuum must be adjoining or contiguous spatio-temporally 

i.e. in space and time. This principle “postulates that cause and effect must be in spatial contact or 

connected by a chain of intermediate things (entities) in contact” in a given time frame (Born 1949). 

b. The cause must necessarily “be prior to or precede, or at least be simultaneous with, the effect” 

(Born 1949). Kenny (2004), reiterates that in order “for X to cause Y, X must precede Y in time. Such 

time precedence means that a causal relationship is essentially asymmetric” (emphases mine). This can 

be interpreted to mean that the causal relationship or energy flow (in the causal nexus) between cause 

and effect cannot be interchangeable or reversible. 

c. There should be a continual interaction or union between the cause and the effect.  

Kenny further notes that, “implicit in a causal vocabulary is an active, dynamic process that 

inherently must take place over time” (Kenny, 2004).  

To Gilquin (2010), an action chain “symbolizes a transfer of energy from the CAUSER to the 

CAUSEE and from the CAUSEE to the PATIENT, if any.” He adds that “the realization of the action 

chain at the linguistic level explains the existence of different causative structures”.  

A causal chain can therefore be considered as “a sequence of linearly ordered events” (Heise, 1975) 

as in Figure (1.). 

 

                              

                             Head                                                                                          Tail 

                 Figure 1. Action chain (Langacker, 1991) adapted by Gilquin (2010) 
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The figure above reflects a transmission of energy from an entity (human being, animal, concrete 

object, abstract concept, etc.) to one or several other linearly configured entities. The “head” of the 

action chain, which corresponds to the energy source, transmits the energy, through contact or ‘some 

other influence’, to a second entity. The latter is set in motion and transmits the energy it has received 

from the head to another entity, which itself comes into contact with yet another entity to which it 

transmits the energy, and so on and so forth until the energy reaches the “tail”, which finally consumes 

or absorbs the energy and does not transmit it further (Gilquin, 2010; see also Langacker, 1991 and 

Ungerer & Schmid 2006).  

The typical event encoded by transitive causal constructions can be summarized in the following 

characterization provided by Langacker (1991) cited in Stefanowitsch (2001). 

FORM: [SUBJ V OBJ] 

a. There are two participants, X and Y 

b. X and Y are in the same location in time and space 

c. X and Y are individuated entities (different from each other and different from the setting of the 

event) 

d. X has a higher capacity than Y (i.e. a higher potential for releasing energy) 

e. X consciously and volitionally instigates an interaction between X and Y 

f. This interaction is unidirectional, and involves X moving toward Y 

g. At the point of this interaction is a (punctual) physical contact between X and Y 

h. This contact changes the state of Y (see also Croft, 1990). 

1.1. Theoretical background 

The theoretical framework that underprops this current study is the “Cognitive Linguistics Theory”. 

Evans et al., (2006:1) explain that “it is a modern school of linguistic thought and practice that is 

concerned (primarily) with (investigating) the relationship between human language, the mind and 

socio-physical experience” (emphasis mine). “It is an approach that has adopted a common set of core 

commitments and guiding principles, which have led to a diverse range of complementary, overlapping 

(and sometimes competing) theories” (Evans et al., 2006:2). Historically, Evans & Green, (2006:742) 

reiterate that “the cognitive approach to grammar originally grew out of a reaction against the generative 

approach and defined itself against that tradition”.  

Robinson and Ellis (2008:3) further note that “it is an approach to the study of language, informed 

by both linguistics and psychology. It describes how language interfaces with cognition, and how it 

(cognition) adapts in the course of language usage.” 

     A similar observation is made by Croft and Cruse (2004:2), when they explain aptly that, in 

cognitive linguistics “the organization and retrieval of linguistic knowledge is not significantly different 

from the organization and retrieval of other knowledge of the mind, and the cognitive abilities that we 

apply to speaking and understanding language are not significantly different from those applied to other 

cognitive tasks, such as visual perception, reasoning or motor activity”. 

Regarding the appropriateness of cognitive linguistics as a framework within which language in 

general and causation in particular could be organized and analyzed, Kemmer and Verhagen (1994:117) 

state this view even more forcefully when they argue that:  

“We must emphasize that in talking about causation we are not referring to some notion 

of causation in the physical world, but rather to the human conceptualization of 
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causation, which must be based in some fundamental mode or modes of chunking and 

organizing perceived reality that allows humans to interact successfully with their 

physical and social environment. We assume that language is a good source of evidence 

for discovering at least some of the conceptual structures associated with causation.”  

The theory of ‘Force dynamics’ and its offshoots - “psychodynamics” and “sociodynamics”, 

propounded by Leonard Talmy were applied in the analysis and interpretation of some of the data. Force 

dynamics thus emerges as a fundamental notional system that structures conceptual material pertaining 

to force interaction in a common way across a linguistic range: the physical, psychological, social, 

inferential, discourse, and mental-model domains of reference and conception (Talmy, 2000). 

“The idea that causal knowledge is an essential feature for our understanding of the world is very 

old—it traces back to the time of ancient Greece”, Federica (2009) adduces. 

 

2. Coreferential causative constructions 

This section which is the core of the discussion of the paper, deals with one particular type of 

causative constructions, namely the periphrastic causative construction, where the CAUSER is 

coreferential with the CAUSEE. This is the case where the CAUSER and the CAUSEE refer to one and 

the same person. In this case, the antecedent causer is co-indexed with the causee, and they both 

represent the same entity. Reflexivization is a syntactic process by which languages signpost the 

interaction between supposedly two coreferential NPs contained in the same sentence structure. 

Saha (1987), cited in Saah (1989), defines a reflexive as “a linguistic device such as a word, particle, 

or an affix used to convey a grammaticalized notion of animate or non-animate entities interacting with 

themselves.” 

The following proposition by Li (1999) aptly captures the arguments above thus: E1 as a single-

member chain receives the c-role Cause if it is in Scaus. Consider for instance: 

(2). [The teacher beat [the pupili so mercilessly that he could not lift [himselfi up 

        (cause)                 (affectee) 

Then c-roles are assigned according to the characterization above. Since the teacher is the most 

prominent argument (=E1) and is a constituent in the matrix CP (=Scaus), it receives Cause; the pupil 

is the next prominent argument and forms a chain with himself, which is an argument in the embedded 

CP (=Sres). Thus, the pupil acquires Affectee (Li, 1999). 

According to Gilquin (2007), “like ‘regular’ causative constructions, coreferential causative 

constructions express a process in which a CAUSER changes or influences a CAUSEE, which thereby 

produces an EFFECT. The only difference between the ‘regular’ and coreferential causation is that the 

CAUSER and the CAUSEE are not two different entities, but two parts of a single entity” that can be 

considered autonomous. 

Lee (2001: 110), cited in Gilquin (2007: 4-5), refers to the two parts of the human mind involved in 

the causation process as the ‘Subject and the Self’, and describes this division as follows: 

“[O]ur conception of the human mind involves a distinction between two components – the Subject 

and the Self. The Subject is essentially the seat of our rational and moral judgments, whereas the Self is 

that part of our personality that interacts directly with the world. In the ideal situation, the Subject and 

the Self are in harmony (compare She’s a very together person), with the Self acting in accordance with 

the directions of the Subject. However, the Self can escape such control and perform acts under its own 

agency (compare I couldn’t stop myself, I got carried away)” (see also Talmy, 2000). 
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This notion of coreferentiality in causation is illustrated in the ensuing Ewe examples. 

(3). a.  Kofii da       yi-a                 de  abi         e-ɖokuii   ŋu 

            Kofi throw machete-DET fix  wound  3SG-self  body 

           ‘Kofi swung the machete and hurt himself’ 

This reflexive causative clause can be represented in a tree diagram below:  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  b. Agbadzanyii  wↄ     e-ɖokuii   movitↄ be    ŋuti-fa-fa           na     va 

      Agbadzanyi   make 3SG-self fool      that body-cold-RED FUT come 

     ‘Agbadzanyi made himself (caused himself to become) a fool in order to engender  

      peace’ 

  c. Ne ei-zi          ei-ɖokui   dzi  gale        dↄ-a           wↄ-wↄ         dzi  la, 

      If  3SG-force 3SG-self  top continue work-DET work-RED  top  CFM, 

      ei-le           nu      gblẽ-m          le     eyai ŋutↄ  ɖokuii  ŋu 

      3SG-COP thing  spoil-PROG COP 3SG own self      body 

     ‘If he persists and continues working, he is causing harm to himself’ (Nunyamↄ 6: 68) 

In the examples above, the coreference reading is possible because the causer is the same as the 

individual that is being affected by his own action. The antecedents and the pronouns are thus coindexed. 

The causative actions described here go back to affect the performers; thus semantically making the 

subject and the object to refer to the same person. In Ewe, the reflexive marker agrees only in person 

and number but there are no gender restrictions. 

(4).  Amuzui blu        abe dzata-tsu  ene  eye   wòi-hlẽ           ei-ɖokui 

        Amuzu  roared  like lion-male like  and  3SG-sprinkle 3SG-self 

        gladzaa abe   abosam  ene 

        big        like   devil      like 

        ‘Amuzu roared like a male lion and inflated himself like the devil’ (Amedzro Etↄlia   

         pp.15). 
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In example (4), the pronouns (wò and e ‘he’) can be construed as coreferential with the antecedent, 

(the proper noun, Amuzu) that c-commands them in its governing category as indexed in the example. 

True to what Gilquin (2007) observes in English, it is possible for a causative construction in Ewe to 

express threefold coreferentiality, with the CAUSER being coreferential with the CAUSEE and the 

PATIENT. Consider the following examples. 

(5).  Mei-lé       ɖokuinyei  nyuie  be    nye    me     de   abi 

        1SG-hold 1SG-self    well    that 1SG  NEG   fix  wound 

        ɖokuinyei ŋu     o. 

        1SG-self  body NEG 

        ‘I restrained myself well that I did not get hurt’ 

Here, the causer, (me ‘I’) is coreferential with the causee (ɖokuinye ‘myself’) as well as the patient 

(ɖokuinye ‘myself’) in the CP. 

(6). a.     Kofitsei  na      Senaj de       abi        e-ɖokuij    ŋu 

              Kofitse   make Sena  mark  wound  3SG-self   body 

              ‘Kofitse made Sena hurt herself’ (i.e. Cause Sena to hurt herself [Sena]) 

         b.  *Kofitsei  na     Senaj de      abi       e-ɖokuii   ŋu 

               Kofitse   make Sena  mark wound 3SG-self  body 

               ‘*Kofitse made Sena hurt Kofitse herself’ 

It can be observed from the example (6a) that the causee, Sena, is the same entity that is hurting 

herself (a co-referential construction). Kofitse serves only as the ‘instigator’ of ‘the hurting act’. Also, 

the causee and affectee arguments both occur as direct objects of the ‘instigator’, Kofitse. Are both Sena 

and eɖokui from the example above objects of the causative clause? The causal chain above could be 

considered as an indirect one since the causee, Sena, also acts as the causer, (under some circumstance 

or influence or, manipulation of a sort of Kofitse, whether volitionally or otherwise) hence acting as an 

intervening cause. The reading of (6b) is contrary to this assertion since it is illogical and semantically 

(cognitively) inconceivable due to the indexes assigned to the arguments which cannot be cross-

referenced. Here, Kofitse is not the entity that hurt himself but rather Sena and so must not have the 

same index as eɖokui, which explains the ungrammaticality of example (6b).  

Following Gilquin (2007), I propose that, to count as a coreferential causative construction in Ewe, 

not all the participants need necessarily be expressed. In (7a and b) below, though the CAUSEE is not 

mentioned, it can clearly as construed coreferential with the CAUSER. 

(7) a.     Me-do       ŋuse       nu      do      le               dodokpↄ-a   me  bↄbↄe 

             1SG-plant strength  thing  come out-PREP  exam-DET  in    easily 

             ‘I got myself to study so hard that I came out of the exam successfully’ 

      b.     M-a-ʋli                  vevie  be   agbe-mavↄ        na        su  asi-nye 

             1SG-FUT-struggle hard   that life-everlasting should fill  hand-POSS 

             ‘I will strive (myself) hard to attain eternal life’ 

Illustrating coreferential causation, (7a and b) depict a causal situation where the causee is 

abbreviated (not explicitly expressed in a morphologically marked reflexive form) but can be construed 

as unambiguously coreferential with the causer. In their reflexive reading, it would mean ‘I got/will get 

myself to work/strive hard in order to achieve a set goal’.  

There is also a case of the reciprocal causation as a feature of expressing causative situations in Ewe 

as identified in many other languages, where the entities involved are both causers and patients, 

reciprocally. It is morphologically marked with the following corresponding reciprocal markers: 
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mía ᶑokuiwo / míawo ŋutↄ “ourselves” 

mia ᶑokuiwo / miawo ŋutↄ “yourselves” 

wó ᶑokuiwo / wóawo ŋutↄ “themselves” 

míanↄewo / wónↄewo “each other/one another” 

For example: 

(8). a.    Ðevi-a-wo         de   abi        wó-nↄe-wo  ŋu 

              Child-DET-PL fix  wound  PL-self-PL  body 

              ‘The children wounded/hurt one another’ 

        b.   Kpovitↄ la   kple gamenↄla  la      vu-vu           wonↄewo   ƒe       awu-wo 

              Police DET and  prisoner    DET tear-REDUP each other POSS dress-PL 

              ‘The police and the prisoner tore each other’s clothes (into shreds)’ 

Here, although the causers (Ðevi-a-wo; Kpovitↄ and gamenↄla) are by their actions bringing about a 

change of state of one another and each other respectively, they are at the same time at the receiving end 

of one another/each other’s actions and so are the patients (causees) as well.  

Gilquin (2007:430-435) makes an interesting observation that force dynamics need not concern a 

physical phenomenon, as the interaction can also be of a more symbolic nature. This idea has been 

explored by Talmy (2000) with the notions of “sociodynamics” and “psychodynamics”. In the former 

case, the interaction involves social forces. In (9), “he” has a tendency towards rest, but “she” exerts 

pressure on him to force him towards motion – and is successful in doing so, since the resultant state is 

one of motion i.e, attending the meeting. 

 (9).  She persuaded him to come to the meeting (Gilquin, 2007 (7)). 

The same causative situation expressed in (9) pertains to (10) where the “sukuviawo” have a higher 

tendency towards rest (i.e. not completing the task) but the “nufiala” exerts some influence of a sort 

(maybe a gift or threat or simply words of encouragement) to energize them to complete the (difficult) 

task which otherwise they might not have been able to complete.  

(10). Nufiala   la     do     ŋuse       suku-vi-a-wo               wo-wu            dↄ-a             nu  

         Teacher DET plant strength school-child-DET-PL 3PL-complete work-DET  end 

         ‘The teacher encouraged the students to complete the task on time’  

Here, the physical contact between two objects with a transmission of energy is extended to “one 

sentient entity’s production of stimuli, including communication that is perceived by another sentient 

entity and interpreted as reason for volitionally performing a particular action” (Gilquin 2007:438). In 

the case of psychodynamics, the participants are not two distinct entities, but two parts of a single 

psyche. Thus, in a sentence such as (11a and b), the subjects are presented as divided selves, with one 

part wanting to yawn or slap the thief and the other not wanting to. 

(11) a. I refrained (myself) from yawning (Gilquin, 2007 (8)). 

        b. Kpovitↄ la     ɖu  eɖokui    dzi be   me     ƒo    to-me        na    fiafitↄ-la      o 

            Police   DET eat 3SG-self top that NEG beat  ear-inside give thief-DET   NEG  

           ‘The policeman restrained himself so much that he did not slap the thief’  

As in physical force interaction, there is pressure towards the realization of a certain act, and 

resistance against performing it. One part of the self is characterized by a tendency towards motion (i.e. 

yawning or slapping the thief), and the other part by a tendency towards rest (i.e. not yawning or slapping 

the thief). Either of them can be stronger and determine the resultant state – in this case, a state of rest. 

Consider the following illustrations:  
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(12).   Me  de    abi       ɖokui-nye  ŋu 

          1SG put  wound self-1SG    body 

          ‘I hurt myself’ 

Here, though not volitionally, the causer is certainly not in control and does not have the capacity to 

prevent the event from occurring. This causation scenario is not entirely the same as what pertains in 

the examples below: 

(13). a.   E-gblẽi      e-ɖokuii  ɖi        dↄ         wu-ii       wòi-ɖi 

              3SG-leave 3SG-self  down hunger  kill-3SG  3SG-bury 

              ku    abe ŋↄli    ene 

              slim like ghost like 

              ‘He starved himself so that he emaciated like a skeleton’ 

           b. Atsu do     dzi-ku         na-m        gake me-ɖu-ɖokui-nye dzi 

               Atsu plant heart-death give-1SG but   1SG-eat-self-1SG top 

               be   nye   me   ƒo     nu       o 

              that 1SG NEG beat mouth NEG 

              ‘Atsu annoyed me (caused me to be annoyed) but I restrained myself and did not talk’ 

To use Talmy’s (20000) description, (13a and b) ‘involve a physical force interaction to behaviour 

within the psyche and between psyches. That is, it largely physicalizes the psychosocial domain of 

reference, where even though one part of the psyche has the tendency to prevent or facilitate (cause) an 

event (effect), it does not.’ 

Talmy (2000:468) concludes, “the conceptualizations in language of physical and mental force 

interaction can correspond closely to the commonsense concepts of physical and psychological 

properties in our mental-model domain.” 

In brief, the reflexive causative can be presented diagrammatically as a loop since the action is 

reflected back to the causer, while the reciprocal can be seen as a bidirectional (or even 

multidimensional) causative activity affecting both participants, the causer and the causee at the same 

time. This is schematized below: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Reflexive and reciprocal relations adapted from Croft (2012 (34)). 

 

Regarding reciprocal causative events, Evans et al. (2007) cited in Croft (2012) suggest that the 

mixed one-/two-/(-multiple participant) construal of reciprocal events is due to the joint character of the 

event: that is, in addition to X acting on Y and Y acting on X, X and Y are acting jointly, as exemplified 

by  

(14) “The men are hitting each other/one another” in figure (3) below. 
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Fig. 3: Reciprocal causation adapted from Sabato and Winter (2005:209). 

Croft (2012) notes that “reflexive and reciprocal relations represent mental events in which the two 

directions of transmission of force are different event types. In reciprocal events, the two directions of 

transmission of force are the same event type, and in reflexives there is only one event and hence one 

event type” (p. 233-4). 

He illustrates thus, in a reflexive relation such as “He nominated himself”, a participant acts on him: 

he is simultaneously initiator and endpoint. However, in a reciprocal relation such as:  

(15) a. “They congratulated each other” (Croft, 2012)  

        b. Rodney  kple     Nana  lↄ     wonↄewo  

            Rodney  CONJ  Nana  love each other 

            ‘Rodney and Nana love each other’ 

Each participant according to Croft, “plays the role of initiator and end point for the same event type 

(She congratulates him and He congratulates her)”.  

As stated by Croft (2012), ‘reciprocal events are unlike reflexive event types in that each participant 

in a reciprocal event acts on another participant, not on themselves. They are like reflexive events in the 

sense that each participant partakes in the event in two roles, and moreover each participant participates 

in the event in the same two roles’. This is clearly demonstrated in examples (15a and b). 

Croft (2012) again reiterates that, “these constructions are “unary” even if they are realized with two 

distinct argument phrases. As a group, they all participate in the reciprocal event as a whole as initiators 

and as endpoints. Hence, they are not unlike the participant(s) in a reflexive event. It appears that 

reflexive forms may be diachronically extended to reciprocal events and reciprocal forms may be 

extended to reflexive events”. 

Finally, (Kemmer, 1993), cited in Croft (2012) argue that reciprocal events may also be construed as 

unary and simple in Maslova's terms, that is, as indubitably one-participant events. In this construal, the 

symmetrically interacting participants are a single group that is both acting upon and being acted upon 

as a whole, not unlike reflexives. In English, necessarily or typically reciprocal events may be construed 

as one-participant events and lexicalized as Intransitive verbs not needing an overt Reciprocal element. 

As Croft (2012) proffers, “typologically, reflexive and reciprocal events are construed either 

transitively or intransitively, and also in between, due to the grammaticalization path from the former to 

the latter. Transitive construal differentiates the roles that the same participant(s) play in events. For 

reflexives, a transitive construal therefore requires overt realization of a second argument phrase that is 

coreferential with the Subject, “unwinding” the causal relation:  
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       (16). Richard nominated himself (Croft, 2012 (35))   

                  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. An overt reflexive diagram adapted from Croft (2012). 

    b. Agamahi ƒo    fi       de   e-ɖokuii 

        Agamah  beat curse fix  3SG-self 

        ‘Agamah cursed himself’ 

In (16a and b), the coreference relation between initiator and endpoint is expressed by the special 

reflexive Object pronoun form, himself and eɖokui (such forms are called reflexive markers by Kemmer 

(1993) cited in Croft (2012). 

It is important to add here that only verbs that can take the same semantic participant types as both 

subject and object can be reflexivized and reciprocalized. 

Consider these ungrammatical illustrations: 

(17). a. *Senyo gbã eɖokui 

               Senyo break 3SG-self 

         b.  *Kofi   tù      e-ɖokui 

               Kofi   grind 3SG-self 

Judging from this obvious ungrammaticality of the above constructions, many of these prototypical 

semantically-transitive verbs can be reflexivized only metaphorically (Givón, 2001), for instance: 

(18). a.   Ama  ɖuna        e-ɖokui   le      eme     ŋutↄ 

              Ama  eat-HAB  3Sg-self  COP inside  very 

             ‘Ama worries herself too much’ 

        b.  Fo Atsu tu      e-ɖokui    ɖe dzi   to           suku dede               me 

             Fo Atsu build 3SG-self  on top  through  school attend-RED inside 

             ‘Fo Atsu built himself up through education’ 

The same argument holds for reciprocals. For example: 

(19). *Senyo kple Sika  dↄ      alↄ     wónↄewo 

          Senyo and   Sika  sleep sleep each other 

In example (19), two predicate arguments are required for the event to be reciprocalized but it has 

only one thus resulting in an obvious ungrammaticality. 

 

3. Conclusions 

This paper identifies that just as English does, it is possible to express threefold coreferentiality in 

Ewe, where the causer is coreferential with the causee and the patient. The paper demonstrates the 
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prominence of verbs in the structuring and profiling of events. As indicated by Croft (2012) that “verbs 

never occur outside of an argument structure construction, and an argument structure construction never 

occurs without a verb. A verb’s meaning involves a force-dynamic potential which allows it to occur in 

multiple argument structure constructions; a verb occurring in a particular argument structure 

construction represents a specific force-dynamic construal of that event.”  

It can also be identified that only verbs that can take the same semantic participant types as both 

subject and object can be reflexivized and reciprocalized; else, prototypical semantically-transitive verbs 

can be reflexivized only metaphorically. It thus, indicates, that verbs play a crucial role in how events 

in general and causative constructions in particular are structured. 
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Appendix 

     List of abbreviations 
1SG  “First Person Singular Pronoun” 

3PL     “Third Person Plural Pronoun” 

3SG     “Third Person Singular Pronoun” 

CFM     “Clause Final Marker” 

CONJ  “Conjunction”  

COP     “Copula” 

CP     “Complementizer Phrase”  

DET     “Determiner”  

FOC     “Focus Marker” 

FUT     “Future Aspect Marker” 

HAB     “Habitual Aspect Marker”  

LOC     “Locative” 

MOD  “Modal Auxiliary” 

NEG     “Negative Particle” 

PL  “Plural Marker” 

POSS     “Possessive Marker” 

PREP     “Preposition” 

PROG    “Progressive Aspect Marker” 

RED     “Reduplication” 
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Ewe'de eşgöndergesel ve işteş yapılarla ilgili nedensellik 

Öz 

Bu makale, Ewe'de eşgöndergesel ve işteş yapılarla ile ilgili nedenselliği,  nasıl tasarlandığını ve ifade edildiğini 

incelemektedir. Bu malake belirli bir ettirgen yapı türü olan, ettirenin sebep olan etmen ile eşgöndergesel ilişki 

içinde olduğu dolaylı ettirgen yapı ile ilgilidir. Ettiren ve sebep olan etmenin aynı kişiyi kastettiği durum budur. 

Ewe'deki bu nedensel fenomenin daha yeterli bir açıklaması için, bu çalışmada, metinsel ve içsel olmak üzere iki 

tür dilsel veri kullanılmıştır. Metinsel veriler, popüler hikaye kitapları ve folklorun tanımları, gelenek ve 

görenekleri, sözde edebi eserleri ve Gana Dilleri Bürosu tarafından yayınlanan anlatıları içeren didaktik 

materyallerden oluşmaktadır. Ettirgen yapının tüm örnekleri, analizlerde doğru bir yorumlamaya izin verecek 

şekilde çevreleyen bağlamların dikkatlice göz önünde bulundurulmasıyla çıkarılmıştır. Bu yazı, tıpkı İngilizce ve 

diğer dillerin yaptığı gibi, Ewe'de üç kat eşgönderimliliği ifade etmenin mümkün olduğunu; burada ettiren, sebep 

olan etmen ve etkilenen ile eşgöndergesel ilişki içinde olduğunu göstermektedir. Sadece hem konu hem de nesne 

ile aynı anlamsal katılımcı türlerini alabilen fiillerin refleksleştirilip karşılıklılaştırılabildiği de belirlenebilir; 

başka, prototipik anlamsal geçişli fiiller sadece mecazi olarak yeniden yansıtılabilir. 

 

Anahtar sözcükler: eşgönderge; Ewe; anlamsal geçişli fiil; dönüşlü; karşılıklı 
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